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Abs[rac[. A simpledata assimilationtechniquehas been schemeis proposedwhich allows climate models to be iniappliedfor initializingcoupledocean-atmosphere
general tializedwith observed
data withoutperturbingtheir backcirculationmodels, which is able to generatethe three- ground state.
dimensional
thermalstateofthe low-latitudeoceans
by forcing the model with observed anomalies of sea surface tem-

Model Description

perature. The schemehas been tested in a multi-year experiment in which the vertical temperatureprofilesin the
equatorialPacificmeasuredby the TOGA-TAO arrayhave
been successfully
reproducedfor the period '96 to '97. In
a further seriesof eight hindcastexperimentsinitializedbetweenJanuary'96 and September'97, the predictiveskill of

Themodelusedin thisstudyis a state-of-the-art
global
coupledmodel[Roeckner
et al., 1996]consisting
of an
isopycnic-coordinate
oceanicGCM ('OPYC3') and an atmospheric
GCM ('ECHAM4'). The horizontalresolutionof
the atmosphere
andmid- and high latitudeoceanmodelis

the modelwastested. All experiments
startingin '97 cor- 2.8ø. Fora betterrepresentation
ofequatorial
wavedynamrectlysimulated
the evolutionof the '97 E1Nifio,although ics,the meridional
resolution
in the oceanis graduallyinthe amplitudewasslightlyunderestimated.While the ocean creased
at lowlatitudes,reaching
0.5ø at the equator.Flux
waspre-conditioned
to createan E1Nifio alreadyin '96, the correctionsare applied only for the annual mean heat and
modelcorrectlystayedin the cold(La Nifia)phaseinitially. freshwater
fluxes.Sincean E1Nifioeventcanberegarded
All experiments initialized in '97 forecast a La Nifia event asan amplifiedseasonal
cycle,it is importantto avoidnon-

for the middle of '98.

linearphaselocking
to a seasonal
cycleforcedby a seasonal

flux correction.

Introduction

In a 300-yearcontrolexperiment,
the modelgenerated
an irregularENSOcyclewhichlooksrealisticwith respect
Globalclimatemodelsaredeveloped
for simulating
and
and wavepropagation
[Bacheret al.,
understandingclimate variability,from seasonalto decadal to both amplitude
1998].It wasalsoshownthat the simulatedeventsare con-

time scalesand longer, and also for the predictionof an-

nectedwith atmosphericanomaliesthat are similar to the

thropogenic
climatechange.Althoughthe predictions
from
observed
[Roeckner
et al., 1996].Whenappliedto anIPCC
differentmodelslargelyagreein time meanpatternslike
climate
change
scenario
(IS92a),the modelpredicts
that,
temperaturechange,there is lessagreementwith respect
in
a
warmer
climate,
E1
Nifio's
become
more
frequent,
cold
to the E1 Nifio/Southern
Oscillation(ENSO)phenomenon
events
become
stronger,
the
onset
of
E1
Nifio's
is
delayed
by
[IPCC'96],the mostprominent
example
of interannual
varitypically
a
few
months,
while
the
mean
zonal
temperature
ability. A prerequisite for a credible simulation of ENSO
change in a warmer climate is a successfulsimulation of the

gradient
in theequatorial
Pacificis reduced
[Timmermann

et al., 1998].

ENSOstatistics
underpresent
climateconditions.
Although
the ENSOsimulations
of climatemodelsare progressively
improving,it is still a common
problemin coarse-grid
mod- Data assimilation

scheme

els that the ENSO signal is underestimateddue to an in-

Operational
ENSOprediction
is oftenbasedon simpliadequate
resolution
of equatorial
Kelvinwaves[IPCC'96]. fiedmodels
consisting
of a detailedGCM for the tropical

Increasingthe resolutioncertainly has a beneficialeffect

oceans
coupled
to simpleratmospheric
modelsreproducing
[Roeckner
etal.,1996;
Freyetal.,1997;
Bacher
etal.,1998], the
essential
characteristics
of tropicMair-seainteraction
Zebiac
etal.,1987;
Barnett
etal.,1993].Morerecently,
ilar' to real ENSO events,however,a uniquemeasureis [e.g.,
and the simulated ENSO events in these models look 'sim-

difficult

weatherforecastcenterslike NCEP and ECMWF have de-

to obtain.

veloped
globalornear-global
coupled
GCM'sforoperational
In this study,a supplementary
approach
for testingthe
seasonal
forecasting
[Ji
et
al.,
1996;
Stockdale
et al., 1997].
ENSOphysics
in climatemodelsis to investigate
theirforeIn thesemodels,
the initialstateof the atmosphere
istaken
cast skill. For that purpose,a simple data assimilation
Copyright1998by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
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fromtherespective
operational
analysis
whileglobalSST's
andallavailable
sub-surface
thermaldataareusedto update
the ocean state.

A data assimilation
scheme
(seediscussion
in Barnettet
al., 1993)described
belowhasbeenappliedfor usein coupledglobalclimatemodels,mainlyfor modelvalidationand
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Figure 3. Observed(upper panel) vs. predicted (lower
panel) SSTA for Jul.'97. The latter is f¾omthe prediction
initialized

Jan.'97.

The colour increment

is 0.5K.

extratropics where slow Rossbywavescause an adjustment
processwith a much longer time scale than that relevant
for seasonalforecasting.In the tropics, however,the adjustI
I
I
I
ment is governed by fast Kelvin waves which, at the same
time, are one of the key processesgoverning the evolution
of an E1 Nifio event. Therefore, due to the inherent nonlinearity of the dynamics, it would be difficult to separate an
E1 Nifio signal from the model's adjustment process.
To initialize the model, a data assimilation experiment
I
i,
I
I
was performed in which the model was forced with observed
sea surfacetemperatures, January '82 to October '97. However, sincethis procedurewould inevitably create a climate
drift, the observedSST recordwasmodifiedby removingthe
mean seasonalcycle and replacing it by that obtained from
the control run, so that the model is effectively forced with
Figure 1. Vertical cross-sections
of monthly equatorial
observedSST anomalies. The adjustment, or 'nudging' aptemperature anomaliesin the data assimilation experiment,
plied in the assimilation experiment changeswith latitude.
and for Jan.'98 in the prediction initialized in Oct.'97. The
While it is strongat low latitudes, the couplingto the obsercolour increment
is 0.5K.
vations is lesstight at middle and high latitudes. Poleward
of 60ø, no nudging is applied at all, so that ocean and sea
intercomparison.The schemeshouldbe (i) easyto apply, ice can developfreely accordingto the model-generateden(ii) consistent
with the modelphysics,and (iii) createa real- ergy budget. At lower latitudes, the ocean and atmosphere
istic three-dimensional state of the ocean without initiating are decoupledwith respect to the heat fluxes, while the oba climate drift.
A climate drift would be tolerable in the
servedSST anomaliescreateanomalousforcingof the ocean
through atmosphericanomalies, i.e., wind stress and freshI
I
water flux. The wind stressresponseto the imposed SST
anomalies is crucial, because tropical winds create a distribution of oceanic potential energy, or total heat content,
that could be the source for Kelvin waves as a responseto
West Pacificwind anomalies.In fact, the strong low-latitude
Tcoupling betweenthe atmosphereand ocean, in particular
betweenSST and wind stress,is the essenceof the scheme,
1996
I
1997
1998
and it can only be 'successful'if this couplingis adequately
describedby the model. Therefore, the assimilation experiment can akeady be usedfor model validation, and one may
ask to what extent the model would be able to capture the
observedthermal state of the ocean, at low latitudes, by
forcing the model with observedSST anomalies alone.
As an example, Fig. I showsa sequenceof crosssections
of temperature anomalies along the equatorial Pacific as obFigure 2. Nifio-3 averagedSSTA [K] as observed(black) tained from the data assimilation experiment. Compared
and for the predictions(coloured)initialized Jan., Apr., Jun. to results from the TOGA-TAO array (McPhaden, 1995;
and Oct '97 (upper panel) and for predictions initialized data available through WWW), the model is able to capJan., Apr., Jul. and Oct.'96 (lowerpanel).
ture the downward displacement of the thermocline in the
i
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Figure 4. Hovm511er-diagrams
of anomalous,
top to 350m integrated,
densityaveraged
between10Sand 10Nin kg/m2.
In the left panel, the lower part refers to the assimilation experiment and the upper part to the prediction initialized
Oct.'97. The other panels are predictionsinitialized Jan., Apr. and Jun.'97.

West Pacificfor the pre-E1Nifiophase(October'96) as well

run accordingto observations(black) and predicted by the
modelfromvariousinitial states(coloured).All experiments
initializedin '97 (upperpanel)predictan El Nifio for '97 and
a cold (La Nifia) eventin '98, with remarkablylittle spread
in the predictions. While the warming trend is realistic until about July, the September 'dip' is unrealistic. Although
the warming predicted by the model tends to increaseagain

as the eastward propagation, during the E1 Nifio phases,
towards the coast of South America. In April '97, the thermal anomaly reachesthe surface and the surfacewarming
spreadswestward until July. At the same time, an upward
displacement of the thermocline, or cold anomaly, starts to
develop in the West Pacific, intensifies until October and
propagates eastward. This feature is a first indication of a
later

La Nifia

event

in '98.

Because

the thermal

towards the end of the year, it does not reach the observed
anomaliesof almost 4K. As to be expected, the model fails

anomalies

at thermocline depth have no connection with those at the
sea surface, it can be excluded that processeslike subduction of surface water play a role. More likely, the thermal
anomalies reflect the impact of atmospheric wind response
to imposed SST anomalies.

to predict the '97 event if initialized in '96 (Fig. 2, lower
panel) but it correctlyavoidsgeneratingan E1 Nifio for '96.
This is not trivial becausethere is enoughheat stored in the
tropical West Pacific due to strong trades in the preceding
years(seealsoFig. 4). We speculatethat differentpatterns
of SST anomaliesin the equatorialWest Pacific could play

Results of prediction

a role. In early '97, a warm SST anomaly was observednear
the dateline, favoringthe occurrenceof westerlywind bursts
and oceanicKelvin waveswhich could trigger the onset of
an E1 Nifio event through positive feedbacksbetween atmosphereand ocean. This positivefeedbackloop wasnot triggeredin early '96, despitet-heoccurrenceof westerly wind

experiments

To test the predictive skill of the model, we have performed eight 'hindcast experiments', initialized between
January 1, '96 and October 1, '97, and extended over a
period of at least one year. The initial states, for both atmosphere and ocean, are taken from the data assimilation
experiment explained in section3. Fig. 2 showsthe evolution
of Nifio-3 SST anomalies as prescribed in the assimilation
I

I

I

burstsin the assimilation
experiment(cf., Fig. 5), probably
due to the more westward location of the equatorial SST
anomaly as compared with '97.
I
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Figure 5. Sameas Fig. 4, exceptfor equatorialwind stressin N/m •.
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Fig. 3 comparesthe patterns of observedand predicted
SST anomalies for July '97. The experiment was initialized on January 1, '97. Despite the obvioussimilarities in
the patterns, there are a few differences,such as the lack
of coastal warming in the model prediction. This has al-

schemein coupledmodels. In particular, the schememay be
usefulfor projectslike the 'Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project' (CMIP), becausepredictiveskill could be readily
assessedin many models without placing too much burden
on the individual modelinggroups. However, due to internal
ready been noted in the control experiment[Roeckneret atmosphericvariability the statistical significanceof predical., 1996]and is probablydue to the coarsezonalresolution tions needs to be optimized by use of a multi-integration
of about 2.8ø, which is insufficientto allow polewardprop- ensembleapproach similar to that employed in operational
agating coastal Kelvin waves. The equatorialwave guide weather forecast.
is better resolved,the meridional resolutionof 0.5ø being
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Fig. 4 showsthe time evolutionof verticallyintegrated man government under its program 'Klimavariabilit/•t und Sigdensityanomaliesalongthe equatorialbelt. At low latitudes nalanalyse'. The model integrations were performed at the
this is equivalent to an anomalous heat content. During
the assimilation phase, shown in the left part of the upper
panel, the positiveheat anomalyin the West Pacificremains
almost stationary throughout '96. In the beginning of '97,
the anomaly starts propagating eastward, initiating the E1
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